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This invention relates to heat interchange ap 
paratus of the kind comprising a System of thin 
Walled metal tubes terminating at each end in a 
chamber (usually termed a tank) by Which liquid 
is conveyed to and from the tubes, and particu 
larly the invention relates to oil or Water coolers 
used in conjunction with internal combustion 
engines for aircraft, road vehicles and other pur 
poses. Hitherto difficulty has been experienced 
in providing the required strength in the tanks 
to resist the pressures to which they are Sub 
jected without unduly increasing the weight of 
the apparatus, and the object of the present in 
vention is to enable this difficulty to be avoided 
in a simple and satisfactory manner. - 

In the accompanying sheet of eXplanatory 
drawings 

Figures 1 and 2 are respectively a sectional side 
elevation and a fragmentary plan of a part of a 
liquid cooler provided with a tank in accordance 
with the invention. 

Figure 3 is a sectional view of a modified detail. 
The liquid cooler shown in Figures 1 and 2 

comprises an assembly of thin-Walled metal tubes 
a of elongated cross section inserted through gill 
plates b and having their ends secured to tube 
plates as c which form parts of liquid tanks as 
d. In carrying the invention into effect as shown 
in Figures 1 and 2, we complete each tank d by 
means of a plurality of cover plates e arranged 
side by side so as to enclose the Corresponding 
tube plate c. Each cover plate e is of trough-like 
form, and is preferably of arched cross section. 
The ends of the cover plates e are closed by Sep 
arate or integral end pieces. Supposing that 
three cover plates e are required, one of these is 
placed between and with its sides closely adja 
cent to the other two. To secure the cover plates 
e in position flanges g are formed around the 
tube plate c, and the ends of all three COver 
plates and the outer sides of the tWO Outer COVer 
plates are secured to these flanges, union being 
effected by soldering or like means. Also on the 
tube plate c are secured by soldering or like 
means two transverse ribs h arranged parallel 
with each other and in positions corresponding 
to the adjacent sides of the cover plates e, the 
upper edge portions of the ribs being situated be 
tween and in contact with the corresponding 
sides of the cover plates. These sides of the cover 
plates e are supported by metal strips i riveted 
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or otherwise secured to the adjacent surfaces of 
the ribs, the latter and the contiguous sides of 
the cover plates being also united by soldering 
or other like means. Communication betWeen 
the interiors of the cover plates e is effected when 
required by holesi in the ribs h. 

If desired the ribs h may be provided at their 
edges adjacent to the tube plate C with laterally 
extending and oppositely directed lugsk as shown 
in Figure 3 these lugs being adapted to be Secured 
to the tube plate by soldering or other means. 
The Supporting strips imay be shaped as shown 

in Figure to lie partly in contact with the cor 
responding sides of the cover plates e and partly 
in contact with the corresponding ribs h. Alter 
natively spacing pieces m may be arranged be 
tween the strips i and the corresponding ribs h. 
as shown in Figure 3. But in either case the 
strips i form with the ribs h channels adapted 
to receive side portions of the cover plates e. 
By the use of a plurality of cover plates in 

stead of a single and relatively large plate the re 
quired strength and saving of weight can be ob 
tained in a very satisfactory manner. 
The invention is not, however, limited to the 

examples above described, as the number of sep 
arate parts employed in each cover may be varied. 
Also in some forms of apparatus it is only neces 
sary to construct one of the tanks in the manner 
above described, particularly when the other end 
of the apparatus is provided with two independ 
ent and relatively Small tanks to which ordinary 
modes of construction are satisfactorily appli 
cable. An additional advantage obtained by our 
invention is that it facilitates repairs. 

Having thus described our invention what We 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

For use in heat interchange apparatus of the 
kind Specified, a tank comprising in combination 
a tube plate, parallel ribs on the tube plate, a plu 
rality of COver plates of trough-like form ar 
ranged side by side, and metal strips secured to 
the ribs and forming therewith channels adapted 
to receive side portions of the cover plates, the 
outer sides and ends of the cover plate assembly 
being Secured to the tube plate, and the adjacent 
sides of the cover plates being secured to the ribs 
on the tube plate. 
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